Do you have an Insured, property owner or their consultant claiming salt spray damages to interior building systems or contents after a hurricane? Is this a viable claim or even a common occurrence? Please read on to learn how rare salt spray damage actually is and how testing can debunk or verify these claims.

The rain associated with hurricanes is the same as any other precipitation event – fresh water. It is probably the freshwater of the hurricane rain that is most important factor in minimizing the inland distribution of salt aerosols and salt spray, via a washout mechanism. Of note is that Hurricane Inex in South Florida (1966) produced almost no measurable rain. Salt-spray was reportedly deposited several miles inland along the storm track (stated as cause of vegetation damage) as a result of the lack of rain during this Hurricane. Several additional events of salt spray transport inland have also been reported after low precipitation hurricanes.¹

Four potential mechanisms do exist for the potential enhancement of sea salt deposition onto structural and indoor surfaces inland from the beach during hurricanes, in comparison to the normal marine atmospheric environment:

1. Salt in hurricane related rainwater:
   The amount of sea-salt measured in hurricane rainwater has been shown to be significantly less than,² to a maximum of just 50% more³ than normal precipitation. Since normal precipitation contains only trace levels of salts, the contaminants within hurricane related rainwater is expected to be the least concern with hurricane damage assessment.

2. Salt from aerosolization (jet & film droplets from breaking bubbles):
   In several studies⁴, the maximum amount of salt aerosol, known as the mass threshold, was determined to be based on the number of breaking waves as a function of time. It was also
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determined that the wind speed thus does not impact the mass of sea-salt aerosol produced.\(^5\) This means that the production and subsequent deposition of salt aerosols would not be expected to be greater during a hurricane than during the normal long-term fluctuations of the coastal environment. In fact, due to the massive amounts of fresh water rain associated with hurricanes, the deposition of marine aerosols onto elevated surfaces away from the immediate beach zone should be minimal.

3. Salt from “Spume Droplets”\(^6\): A spume droplet is the technical term and the physical mechanism for so-called “salt spray”. Spume droplets are actual liquid seawater removed by the wind from breaking wave crests. Again, as with the aerosolization mechanism, the number of breaking wave occurrences, not the wind speed, is the dominant factor in spume production and migration inland.\(^7\) Spume droplets are large and heavy, thus they have a maximum mass and distance threshold based on the size of these droplets. Most spume droplets or salt-water spray are washed out by rainwater, fall back into water or deposit onto the immediate beach zone before evaporation or deposition inland. Supporting this fact is that most damage to plants as a result of salt-water spray (non-storm surge) is reported to occur within 300m (1,000’) of the ocean.\(^8\)

4. Salt from re-entrainment of dried storm surge water: As with all water contamination events, redistribution of dried salt left behind from a storm surge can occur during the clean up if water is allowed to evaporate and is not flushed off of affected surfaces soon after the surge recedes. Restoration and reconstruction workers can redistribute the dried salt into the indoor air stream with potential deposition onto interior surface. This was not a significant problem with Hurricane Katrina (outside of the New Orleans Area) due to rapid recession of the storm surge.

Recent Data

We have made numerous measurements of chloride, sulfate and pH on mechanical, machinery, electrical and electronic equipment surfaces on indoor and outdoor systems in the process of damage assessment of facilities impacted by hurricanes beginning with Andrew in 1992 and continuing through the massive storms of Charlie / Ivan (shown above) in 2004 and 2005 (Katrina / Rita) seasons. Surface chloride concentrations were typically used as the primary indication of sea-salt contamination during these assessments.

Of interest is that normal to even less than normal chlorides concentrations have been measured at almost all of the approximately 50 facilities sampled (total number of >2000 samples). The low chloride concentrations are actually a mildly surprising finding for surfaces within buildings near the Gulf of Mexico, where higher concentrations of chlorides in common surface dust are


expected on a normal basis. The only exceptions to this finding were for surfaces directly exposed to a storm surge (i.e., were submerged) and for un-submerged, partial areas of facilities that were actual beachfront properties.

Enhanced airborne salt deposition on interior facility surfaces, either from an aerosol or salt spray source, was measured for mechanical systems at two hotels directly on Pensacola Beach, FL (resulting from Hurricane Ivan) and at one (of three) barge casino on the beach in Biloxi, MS, (Hurricane Katrina). In all three cases, salt deposition was attributed to the complete loss of an external wall during the hurricane, and also was clearly evident both via chloride test measurements and visually. Chemically, the chloride concentrations on affected surfaces were measured at >440 µg/in.² (440 µg/in.² being the upper limit of our semi-quantitative test method). Visually, the hygroscopic ("moisture absorbing") chloride salts were obvious due to the wet, slightly oily nature of the mechanical equipment surfaces (both bare metal and painted surface). Oxidation (rusting) of the bare metal surfaces in these cases was also pronounced.

Since ocean water is comprised of anywhere from 28 to 32 parts per thousand (as opposed to per million for most other contaminants) of chloride ("chlorinity"), any salt spray or salt aerosol from a hurricane event impacting machinery or other equipment surfaces would reveal extremely high chloride surface concentrations. Past studies of electronic equipment facilities located within a few miles of an ocean show that normal surface concentrations of chlorides are expected to be 2-3 times that of the 1-2 µg/in.²/y of chloride for similar in-land office buildings. High occupancy buildings (such as hotels) are nominally higher in expected surface chloride concentration, while a manufacturing environment also adds a multiplier of at least 1.5 times the chloride contamination rate.

To put these values into further perspective, water residue from direct salt water deposition or salt-spray that would result in a significant short-term reliability concern for mechanical or electronic equipment, would result in chloride values of significantly >400 µg/in². Comparison may also be made to values utilized by various industries in determining acceptability of new products, as well as contamination levels known to be restorable or known to be damaging. The military specification for highly reliable new electronics is <20 µg/in.² of chloride concentration. The telecommunications industry uses a guideline of <50µg/in.² for chlorides as a guideline for long-term reliability concern for high density circuitry. Chloride values of >200µg/in.² are stated to be of significant concern to the restorability of electronic equipment and above 600 µg/in.² are thought to be questionable for restoration.
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